GLASS CLEANING CHECKLIST

EXTERIOR

01. Apply several squirts of window cleaner to the glass.

02. Use the razor blade at a 45 degree angle and glide it across the entire surface.

03. Re-apply window cleaner.

04. Use your clay bar in back and forth motions with light pressure.

05. Clean up the glass surface using your standard low pile microfiber towel.

06. Apply the glass polish to the DA polishing pad.

07. Spread the glass polish using a dual action polisher on speed 2.

08. With the DA on speed 6, buff the glass in overlapping motions.

09. Clean away residue with a high pile microfiber towel.

10. Apply a coating using your foam applicator. Once hazy, wipe away with a microfiber towel.

11. Spray window cleaner into a medium microfiber towel. Pinch the blade with your index and thumb, then drag the towel across the blade.

INTERIOR

01. Apply 2 sprays of window cleaner directly to a towel.

02. Place your self across the passenger seat. (i.e. Left knee on the passenger seat and left hand on the drivers seat)

03. Place the towel in your palm and flip your hand counter-clockwise (i.e. palm pointing up). Wipe top to bottom, then horizontally. Immediately dry with microfiber towel.

04. For the rear windshield, use your strong hand to clean the window and your less dexterous hand as support. Lay down accordingly, but follow the same techniques used for the front.

05. For windows with a frame, simply roll them down to reach the upper most section and proceed as usual.

RECOMMENDED TOOLS

Waffle Weave Low Pile Microfiber Towel Standard Low Pile Microfiber Towel Standard Medium Pile Microfiber Towel Standard High Pile Microfiber Towel Glass Polishing Pad Dual Action Polisher Window Cleaner Long Reach Razor Blade Clay Bar Foam applicator pad